The paper investigates ways of closing a sequence and an entire interaction in Russian. It analyses linguistic forms used for this purpose and their functions in a radio phone-in programme and compares them with those found in Russian ordinary telephone conversations. This study is based on the methodology of conversation analysis. Firstly, it discusses a broad range of closings in the Russian phone-in and everyday telephone interactions. Thereafter, it focuses on a specific linguistic form 'ladna'. The analysis shows that although radio phone-in programmes share some characteristics with ordinary talk, differences exist in the organization of the conversation, linguistic forms deployed and functions they perform. Furthermore, the Russian form 'ladna' turns out to be language-specific with regard to its functions. Consequently, the research confirms the existence of language peculiarities in sequence organization.
of the entire communicative encounter.
Nevertheless, there are also differences which are based on contingencies of the institutionalized context and genre-specific peculiarities within broadcast talk. One of these differences relates to the termination of the interaction. Whereas closing a conversation is an interactional process in everyday talk, broadcast talk is characterized by the unilateral termination of the call by the host (Clayman 1989 , Martinez 2003 . It is consequently expected that possible pre-closings will mainly occur in ordinary conversations as they offer the floor to the co-interactant and require that he or she either aligns or disaligns with the proposed closing.
Following the previous research, the current study is attempting to investigate closings in one more type of institutional talk with the focus on language-specific characteristics. Using data from a Russian radio talk show and Russian ordinary telephone conversations the aim of the present research is to find out what linguistic forms are used in the closing process and what functions they perform. This aim will be achieved by analysing linguistic forms found in a Russian phone-in programme and comparing them with those found in everyday telephone interactions.
Data and methodology
For the present study 30 episodes of the talk radio programme "Poekhali?" which can be translated as 'Shall we go?' from the Russian radio station "The Echo of Moscow" were studied. 
Conversations between the host and callers include

Closings in a Russian radio phone-in programme
The first common type of closing found in the radio programme is spasiba (vam) 'thank you' which is characteristic of the interactionbased genres of broadcast talk. Usually it occurs at the end of the conversation when the host thanks the caller for giving his or her opinion or sharing his or her experience. In Extract (1) the caller's failed attempt to extend the sequence after the host has said spasiba proves its function of closing the call. The words spasiba and xarasho were found to perform multiple functions by closing a sequence and an entire conversation.
Closings in Russian ordinary telephone conversations
The linguistic form spasiba 'thank you' is not The analysis of closings in ordinary telephone conversations revealed both similarities and differences in linguistic forms used in ordinary conversations and radio phone-in programmes.
(2) Plans for tomorrow prjamova efira tri shest' tri tri shest' pjat' devjat' direct air three six three three six five nine 'of the programme is three six three three six five nine.' research needs to be done to clarify the specificity of talk radio genre and to explore language peculiarities in sequence organization. 
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